
31: Modeling tools



“
What’s the point of 

modeling?
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Simulation using models
⬢ Run model through specific scenario(s)

⬡ Not a proof of system working in all 
possible scenarios

⬢ Usually cheaper/faster/more flexible than 
running system for test

⬢ May provide a bit more flexibility for some 
kinds of models
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Simulink (not an ad)

image source

https://www.mathworks.com/products/simulink.html#:~:text=Simulink%20is%20a%20block%20diagram,and%20deploy%20without%20writing%20code.


Automata
There are many ways to model/simulate a system, 
but automata (FSMs/ESMs/timed automata)...

⬢ Translate well to coding
⬢ Translate well to proofs
⬢ Are supported by many simulation tools
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Stateflow
Simulink’s automata simulator

⬢ Discrete and continuous behavior (+ variables)
⬢ Discrete and continuous outputs
⬢ “Zero-crossing” detection
⬢ Deterministic only

⬡ Non mutually-exclusive transitions allowed 
(with prioritization)
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Bouncing ball automata in simulink
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“
We want to control physical 

values (temperature, velocity, 
altitude, etc) but we only 

have voltage outputs. How 
do we achieve the desired 

values?
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Feedback loops and control
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- controller plant

sensor

r e u y

ym



Bang-Bang controller
Controller output is 2-state ({on, off}, {up, down}, etc)
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- e > 0: u = on
else: u = off plant

sensor

r e u y

ym



Bang-Bang controller
Controller output is 2-state ({on, off}, {up, down}, etc)
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- e > 0: u = on
else: u = off plant

sensor

r e u y

ym



AC controller in simulink
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Air conditioner temperature model
Dejvises, Jackravut, and Nutthaphong 
Tanthanuch. "A simplified 
air-conditioning systems model with 
energy management." Procedia 
Computer Science 86 (2016): 
361-364.
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Temperature model in simulink based on paper
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Feedback 
system 
model
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sys. turned ondes. temp 
increased

outdoor temp. 
higher than des.

sys. turned off

sys. turned on

physical AC attributes 
not powerful enough to 
cool at low des. temps

des. temp 
increased

highest outdoor 
temps a bit too high 

for this des. temp



PID controller
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For continuous controller outputs


